Brain Excitability in Stroke

The Yin and Yang of Stroke Progression
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There is no current medical therapy for stroke recovery. Principles of physiological plasticity have been identified during recovery in both animal models and human stroke. Stroke produces a loss of physiological brain maps in adjacent peri-infarct cortex and then a remapping of motor and sensory functions in this region. This remapping of function in peri-infarct cortex correlates closely with recovery. Recent studies have shown that the stroke produces abnormal conditions of excitability in neuronal circuits adjacent to the infarct that may be the substrate for this process of brain remapping and recovery. Stroke causes a hypexcitability in peri-infarct motor cortex that stems from increased tonic γ-aminobutyric acid activity onto neurons. Drugs that reverse this γ-aminobutyric acid signaling promote recovery after stroke. Stroke also increases the sensitivity of glutamate receptor signaling in peri-infarct cortex well after the stroke event, and stimulating α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole-propionate glutamate receptors in peri-infarct cortex promotes recovery after stroke. Both blocking tonic γ-aminobutyric acid currents and stimulating α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole-propionate receptors promote recovery after stroke when initiated at quite a delay, more than 3 to 5 days after the infarct. These changes in the excitability of neuronal circuits in peri-infarct cortex after stroke may underlie the process of remapping motor and sensory function after stroke and may identify new therapeutic targets to promote stroke recovery.
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Stroke is the leading cause of adult disability because of the brain’s limited capacity to repair. Studies of neural repair in stroke have identified several principles of tissue reorganization that might mediate recovery. Stroke induces rapid plasticity in the functional activation of cortical networks. Small cortical strokes in experimental animals cause a loss of responsiveness of surviving cortical areas for several weeks. Sensory inputs to these areas then remap after this time of decreased activity and form new maps or new representations. An example is the cortical representation of the forelimb in both rat and mouse stroke models. After stroke, forelimb responses are transferred to the contralateral hemisphere and there is decreased activation of the original forelimb cortex near or adjacent to the stroke. After several weeks, the peri-infarct cortex ipsilateral to stroke again responds to sensory inputs and exhibits remapping of the representation of body regions. In humans, stroke also precipitates a pattern of initially diminished responsiveness in peri-infarct and ipsilateral (to the stroke) brain areas and transfer of language, motor, or sensory activation into contralateral cortex. In cases of good recovery, this cortical activation pattern is then transferred back to peri-infarct and ipsilateral networks, but in an altered pattern with new sites of activation compared with those before the stroke. These findings indicate that stroke modulates the phys-
ological responsiveness in peri-infarct cortex in a way that is associated with recovery.

These changes in the physiological responsiveness of brain networks occur at the same time as alterations in neuronal excitability. Studies of cellular excitability in the dish, such as measures of neuronal activation in brain slices, indicate altered excitatory inputs after stroke, with prolonged excitatory potentials and enhanced ability to form long-term excitable responses to inputs. This last measure, termed long-term potentiation (LTP), is particularly interesting in its modulation after stroke. Long-term potentiation is a measure of the ability of an excitatory synapse to undergo a long-term modification and is the key event underlying learning, memory, and the enhanced excitability that supports neuronal network modification by experience. Cortex normally exhibits LTP in response to afferent input, and cortical LTP is critical to the enhancement of sensory input, memory formation, and learning in the cortex. In humans, studies using transcranial magnetic stimulation indicate that there is an enhanced ability to undergo LTP-like phenomena in cortex after stroke. Stimulation parameters using transcranial magnetic stimulation or transcranial direct stimulation that are associated with LTP potentiate short-term recovery of function after stroke and may influence long-term recovery. On a clinical level, the effect of magnetic or electrical enhancement of brain excitability after stroke in humans has led to clinical trials for this approach to improve stroke recovery. On a basic science level, the data on a role for brain excitability changes in functional recovery in humans and the findings of changes in cortical responsiveness to afferent inputs during recovery suggest that cellular systems that control excitatory signaling in the brain may provide approaches to promote recovery.

BRAIN EXCITABILITY, LEARNING AND MEMORY, AND RECOVERY

Learning and memory processes in the brain involve the modulation of neuronal excitability. Events in memory formation prolong or depress the excitatory responsiveness of specific synapses to incoming signals. There are many parallels between the mechanisms of learning and memory and those of stroke recovery. On a neuropsychological level, principles of motor learning also underlie recovery after stroke. Classical learning rules of learned nonuse, mass action, contextual interference, and distributed practice also apply to stroke recovery. On a brain imaging level, similar events underlie motor learning and recovery after stroke. For example, in both cases, an attempt at performing the target behavior produces a diffuse and more low-level activation of many different brain areas that is then focused to a more discrete and highly activated network of areas closely associated with the task. As noted, on a cellular level, learning and memory processes and recovery after stroke are both identified with changes in network excitability such as LTP. Molecular memory systems that underlie LTP are also induced in peri-infarct cortex after stroke, such as GAP43, SCG10, and MARCKS. These similarities between neuropsychological, brain imaging, cellular, and molecular aspects of learning and memory and aspects of stroke recovery suggest that the key elements in memory formation—the regulation and coding of brain excitability—may also play a role in stroke recovery. Several recent studies have directly explored signaling systems that affect neuronal excitability in memory formation for their role in stroke recovery and point the way toward possible new therapies for stroke recovery.

\( \gamma \)-AMINOBUTYRIC ACID SIGNALING IN PERI-INFARCT CORTEX DURING RECOVERY AFTER STROKE

\( \gamma \)-Aminobutyric acid (GABA)ergic signaling in the brain occurs through 2 main systems (Table). Phasic or synaptic GABA signaling is when an interneuron action potential depolarizes the presynaptic bouton, causing release of GABA and an effect on postsynaptic GABA receptors. The GABA type A (GABA\(_A\)) receptors mediate an inward chlo-
ride current and the cell is hyperpolarized in a rapid, transient manner. In synaptic GABA signaling, the transient nature of the response occurs because of the rapid desensitization of the synaptic GABA\(_A\) receptors and because GABA is taken back out of the synapse by GABA transporters. A second type of GABA signaling is tonic or extrasynaptic GABA signaling. Extrasynaptic GABA\(_A\) receptors respond to ambient GABA levels outside the synapse or to synaptic spillover of GABA. Extrasynaptic GABA receptors desensitize more slowly and exhibit a greater binding affinity to GABA than synaptic GABA receptors. These characteristics mean that extrasynaptic GABA receptors mediate a tonic inhibitor current, or shunt current. This current controls the overall membrane potential of the neuron and its propensity to fire. In terms of overall inhibitory current flow in the neuron, the tonic GABA current greatly exceeds the precisely timed and smaller phasic GABA current. In simplistic terms, the greater the tonic GABA current is, the more hyperpolarized the cell is and the less likely it is to fire in response to a given excitatory stimulus. The smaller the tonic GABA current is, the more depolarized the cell is and the more likely it is to fire in response to a given excitatory input.

Tonic GABA signaling controls neuronal excitability and is a key target in promoting memory formation. Drugs that block tonic GABA signaling promote neuronal excitability, enhance LTP formation, and lead to long-lasting enhancements in learning paradigms. The LTP in cortex is modulated by GABA inhibition in the same circuits that underlie motor learning and motor learning is accompanied in humans by a decrease in cortical GABA. Pharmacological approaches to blocking tonic GABA current have been a source of substantial drug development and have focused on the distinct molecular composition of extrasynaptic GABA\(_A\) receptors. These receptors contain a preponderance of the GABA receptor \( \alpha 5 \) and \( \delta \) subunits. Drugs that selectively block \( \alpha 5 \)-containing GABA\(_A\) receptors will decrease the tonic GABA current.
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Table. Brain Excitability Signaling Systems and the Effect of Stroke

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physiological Process</th>
<th>Molecular Anatomy</th>
<th>Neuronal Function</th>
<th>Response to Stroke in Acute Phase</th>
<th>Response to Stroke in Chronic Phase</th>
<th>Role in Functional Recovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tonic GABA signaling</td>
<td>Extrasynaptic</td>
<td>Slow inhibition, controls normal neuronal excitability</td>
<td>Neuroprotective</td>
<td>Current is activated, hinders recovery</td>
<td>Blocking tonic GABA currents promotes recovery in stroke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phasic GABA signaling</td>
<td>Synaptic inhibition</td>
<td>Fast inhibition within synaptic networks</td>
<td>Neuroprotective</td>
<td>Current is diminished, role in chronic phase not determined</td>
<td>Blocking synaptic inhibition may promote recovery with low risk:benefit ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMPA receptor signaling</td>
<td>Synaptic glutamate neurotransmission</td>
<td>Main fast excitatory signaling receptor</td>
<td>Participates in excitotoxic effects</td>
<td>Sensitive to activation and BDNF induction</td>
<td>Agonists promote recovery in stroke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMDA receptor signaling</td>
<td>Activity-dependent</td>
<td>Slow excitatory signaling, coincidence detector in synaptic activation</td>
<td>Participates in excitotoxic effects</td>
<td>May enhance functional recovery</td>
<td>Agonists promote recovery in some CNS injury models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kainate receptor signaling</td>
<td>Synaptic glutamate neurotransmission, presynaptic glutamate receptor, metabotropic glutamate signaling</td>
<td>Presynaptic inhibition, G protein signaling, fast excitatory signaling</td>
<td>Participates in excitotoxic effects</td>
<td>Not determined</td>
<td>Not determined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: AMPA, \(\gamma\)-aminooxytocopic acid; NMDA, \(N\)-methyl-\(D\)-aspartate; BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor; CNS, central nervous system; GABA, \(\gamma\)-aminobutyric acid; NMDA, \(N\)-methyl-\(D\)-aspartate.
recovery in preclinical stroke models has 3 important implications. First, it suggests a novel pharmacological approach to treating stroke recovery. Many efforts at developing clinically relevant tonic GABA antagonists have been published and are ongoing. Although developed for other diseases such as Alzheimer disease, these may be applied to stroke. Second, the time window for administering an extrasynaptic GABA1 receptor blocker is well after the initial stroke, such as 3 days after the infarct. This opens the clinical window for therapy compared with neuroprotective approaches. Third, the time course of improvement with blocking tonic GABA signaling is such that the effect is maximal and immediate. Thus, tonic GABA antagonists may be applied in conjunction with other approaches that stimulate recovery during a more prolonged period for a multifaceted approach to improve stroke recovery.

There has been much previous work on cortical inhibition after stroke. How do these data on tonic GABA inhibition fit with earlier studies of synaptic inhibition in stroke? The increase in tonic GABA inhibition after stroke occurs because of diminished GABA uptake, so this primary effect (reduced GABA uptake) will not be seen in studies of phasic or synaptic GABA signaling. All previous studies in brain inhibition after stroke have examined phasic or synaptic inhibition. Synaptic inhibition as measured in brain slices by paired-pulse inhibition is decreased, particularly at 7 days after the stroke. This was also seen in more recent studies. There are inconsistent data on the molecular correlates of this transient decrease in synaptic GABA signaling. It may correspond to a reduced expression of GABA1 receptor subunits during this period, although data supporting a reduction in GABA1 receptor levels are not consistent across studies.

Human studies with transcranial magnetic stimulation have also looked at synaptic GABA signaling after stroke. Using a paradigm of paired-pulse inhibition in which a magnetic pulse that is insufficient to evoke a movement is delivered just before a suprathreshold pulse (short-interval cortical inhibition), motor cortex ipsilateral to stroke has a reduced paired-pulse inhibition in the early stages after stroke that may normalize. The animal and human data indicate a possible contrast in the response to GABA systems after stroke: phasic GABA signaling is reduced in the first weeks after stroke, while tonic GABA signaling is potentiated. The behavioral and electrophysiological studies in mice suggest that the overall effect in terms of motor cortex circuitry is one of diminished neuronal excitability, which when reversed leads to recovery.

**GLUTAMATE SIGNALING IN PERI-INFARCT CORTEX DURING RECOVERY FROM STROKE**

Glutamate signals through α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole-propionate (AMPA), N-methyl-d-aspartate, and kainate receptors (Table). Glutamate signaling through AMPA receptors is the major excitatory signaling system in the adult brain. The AMPA receptor signaling has a key role in LTP and memory formation, with alterations in receptor trafficking, membrane insertion, and posttranslational modification in AMPA receptors all contributing to memory formation. The role of initial glutamate toxic effects in stroke cell death has been amply documented and has led to the effort for neuroprotection at glutamate blockade. However, glutamate signaling plays an opposite role in recovery after stroke. After human stroke, increases in baseline glutamatergic excitability in peri-infarct tissue parallel recovery, and the level of LTP-like cortical excitability is correlated with recovery. Direct current stimulation of peri-infarct cortex using a protocol that boosts local neuronal excitability improves use of the affected limb in patients with stroke. These human stimulation studies and the parallels between memory formation and stroke recovery suggest that glutamate and possibly AMPA receptor signaling may play a role in the synaptic plasticity that underlies recovery.

Positive modulation of AMPA receptor signaling promotes motor recovery after stroke. This was shown in a multistage approach using pharmacological gain and loss of function. Drugs that stimulate AMPA receptor activity when glutamate is bound are positive allosteric modulators of the AMPA receptor and have been termed AMPAkines. AMPAkines promote AMPA receptor channel open time and amplitude, enhance LTP, and promote learning and memory in animal models. AMPA kinase administration also promotes recovery after stroke. Beginning 5 days after stroke, systemic administration of an AMPA kinase gradually improves limb motor control in a dose-dependent way. This improvement is significant at 1 month after stroke and to a further degree at later periods. This is an important finding as it indicates that treatment with this drug is working at quite a delay after stroke—5 days after the infarct. There is no effect on infarct size with this delayed treatment, indicating an effect on recovering tissue. On the other hand, blocking AMPA receptor signaling during this same period impairs recovery of limb motor control. Thus, AMPA receptor signaling has a delayed and causal effect on motor recovery after stroke.

The potentiation of AMPA receptor signaling may improve motor recovery because it is enhancing overall excitatory glutamatergic communication between neurons or because enhanced AMPA receptor signaling mediates a downstream action such as brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) release. In support of the former possibility, enhancing N-methyl-d-aspartate signaling at a delay after traumatic brain injury improves recovery.

However, 2 pieces of evidence support a BDNF action for the recovery effects seen in enhancing AMPA receptor signaling. First, distinct AMPAkines were evaluated for their effect on motor recovery after stroke. Low-impact AMPAkines promote AMPA receptor currents but do not induce BDNF release; high-impact AMPAkines also promote BDNF release. Only high-impact AMPAkines significantly improve motor recovery. High-impact AMPAkines induce BDNF signaling during the period in which they
enhance recovery. This induction occurs in a widespread area of peri-infarct cortex. Interestingly, although the AMPAkine was given systemically in these studies, it only enhanced BDNF signaling in peri-infarct cortex and not in other brain regions. This suggests that the recovering peri-infarct circuitry may be primed for activity-dependent BDNF release. Blocking BDNF, also only in peri-infarct cortex, blocked the recovery-promoting effect of high-impact AMPAkines. Thus, enhancing AMPA receptor activity mediates improved recovery through its downstream effect of BDNF induction within peri-infarct cortex. Interestingly, blocking BDNF locally in peri-infarct cortex also impaired normal recovery after stroke. Thus, normal brain recovery, at least in this animal model of stroke, occurs through peri-infarct BDNF action.

Brain-derived neurotrophic factor exerts powerful effects on neuronal plasticity, synapse development, and dendritic and axonal sprouting. Selective release of BDNF promotes local and long-distance circuit formation during brain development. Release of BDNF is important in the initiation phases of LTP. In stroke, systemic administration of BDNF promotes recovery after stroke. Brain infusion of a BDNF antisense oligonucleotide impairs recovery. Although these BDNF studies and the AMPAkine study noted previously clearly position this growth factor as a key player in recovery after stroke, the actual mechanisms and translation of these findings may be complex. For example, although BDNF is clearly linked to neuronal plasticity, in stroke it also has an effect through angiogenesis. The downstream actions of AMPAkines, N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor stimulation, and BDNF also occur at least in part through the mammalian target of rapamycin system. Neuronal mammalian target of rapamycin signaling promotes a growth state in adult neurons and dramatically enhances axonal sprouting in central nervous system injury models. Mammalian target of rapamycin is a prominent target for neural repair in spinal cord injury. In studies in stroke, AMPAkine-induced BDNF signaling was not associated with axonal sprouting in peri-infarct cortex. However, these data indicate that enhancing excitatory signaling after stroke may have many potential downstream actions in several cellular systems.

YIN AND YANG OF EXCITABILITY IN STROKE

Brain excitability passes through 2 opposite and contradictory phases interlinked through GABA and glutamate signaling during the first weeks after stroke. Acute ischemia triggers neuronal depolarization, glutamate release, calcium entry, further glutamate release and depolarization, and excitotoxic cell death. Inhibition of GABA by hyperpolarizing the cell in part counteracts this excitotoxic cascade. In the acute phase, brain excitability levels are elevated and deleterious. In this phase, blocking glutamate signaling or enhancing GABA signaling promotes neuroprotection, at least in animal models. In the chronic phase, the exact opposite appears to be true. After cell death has transpired, the brain begins to reorganize and re-pair in the chronic phase of stroke. Tonic GABA currents are enhanced and synaptic glutamate signaling is sensitized to promote BDNF release. Blocking tonic GABA signaling and enhancing glutamate signaling promote recovery (Figure 1). There is a yin and yang to brain excitability (Figure 2): complementary opposites interact within a unified whole of stroke progression. A key element to translating this concept to human neural repair therapies is to determine the inflection point for acute to chronic roles, from yin to yang, in brain excitability effects. As noted, in the mouse this occurs at 3 days after stroke.

DODGING THE KISS OF DEATH

This idea that some aspect of learning and cellular excitability is the neuronal basis for recovery has led to ad hoc attempts to treat brain-injured patients with any available drug that might also stimulate learning, memory, or attention, including selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, dopamine agonists, methylphenidate, modafinil, and...
ampheta mine. Because these drugs were developed to treat conditions other than neurorehabilitation from brain injury and because they act with less specificity on many neurotransmitter systems in the brain, their role in promoting neural recovery after brain injury has in general not withstood rigorous clinical trials.37 Recent studies in tonic GABA and AMPA receptor signaling highlight the promising potential for delayed therapies that target neuronal processes that are very specific for stroke recovery: altered neuronal excitability in peri-infarct tissue (Figure 1).

Moving these findings to the clinic is hampered by the sense of despair in the pharmaceutical industry for stroke therapies. This is of course owing to the failures in neuroprotection. It has been said that there is no easier way to clear a meeting room in the pharmaceutical/biotechnology industry than to speak the word “stroke.” However, stroke neural repair provides a highly attractive treatment target. This is because neural repair therapies differ from neuroprotective therapies in at least 3 important ways. Neural repair therapies are given at a delay, well after patients with stroke are in the hospital. Neural repair therapies are given after the phases of cell death, when patients are stable. Also, neural repair therapies target neural systems in which industry research and development have generated promising agents such as tonic GABA signaling and AMPA receptor modulation. If neuroprotection is the immediate kiss of death for a stroke therapy, perhaps a neural repair therapy might offer a more lasting warm embrace.
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